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Are You Cutting Corners?
While short cuts may save you lots of money upfront, in the end that approach 
often just leads to some lost opportunities.

Most organizations look at IT as a cost 
center and hence when markets go down, 
organizations tend to cut IT.

RecoveRy Tips - By AnAnTh suBRAmAniAn

It’s All About Price

Traditionally in a vendor client model, the software consumer purchases a license for each user 
that needs access to the software. This is popularly known as software licensed model. 

Pricing is based on number of licenses, type of licenses (named or shared) or time limited. 
The software is typically managed and maintained at customers’ location and the cost of ownership 
is with the customer. The customer needs to periodically upgrade the software and has to pay annual 
maintenance for the software.

Mortgage professionals call this model client server. Also on the down side, as the number of 
simultaneous client requests to a given server increases, the server can become overloaded. Contrast that 
to a (peer-to-peer) P2P network, where its aggregated bandwidth actually increases as nodes are added, 
since the P2P network’s overall bandwidth can be roughly computed as the sum of the bandwidths of 
every node in that network.

P2P computing or networking is a distributed application architecture that partitions tasks or work 
loads between peers. Peers are equally privileged, equipotent participants in the application. They are 

said to form a peer-to-peer network of nodes.
The client–server paradigm also lacks the 

robustness of a good P2P network. Under client–
server, should a critical server fail, clients’ requests 
cannot be fulfilled. In P2P networks, resources are 
usually distributed among many nodes. Even if one 
or more nodes depart and abandon a downloading 

file, for example, the remaining nodes should still have the data needed to complete the download.
As a result, the new model of choice is transaction-based pricing. This is a model where a customer 

is charged based on units of functionality consumed. The number of times each module or functionality 
is consumed determines the invoice amount. 

In the end, the software is generally maintained by the vendor. This model increases the value for 
software users and enhances the customer relationship with the vendors.

To a customer, a transaction-based pricing model reduces upfront software and hardware capital 
expenditures (CAPEX) and ongoing maintenance costs and replaces it with a predictable operating 
expense budget (OPEX) which they find it attractive. Also, corporate risk for compliance is reduced 
as provisioning to the service is typically managed by the vendor at the point of access. The cost of 
ownership resides with the service provider.

To the service provider, the licensing model involves higher ongoing support costs because of the 
onsite support requirements and the need to support different versions deployed among customers. The 
transaction-based pricing model on the other hand has fewer implementation challenges and can be 
done in a single release of the software. Maintaining at the hosting center is much cheaper compared to 
implementing solutions at various customer sites.

In a transaction-based pricing model the cost is directly proportional to the usage/revenue and hence 
is more measureable. This provides better ROI to consumers. ❖
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